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Colorectal polyps are discrete masses of tissue that protrude into the lumen of the bowel. They are characterized by 

their gross appearance and overall size, whether pedunculated or sessile and whether single or part of polyposis 

syndromes. They occur in 15 to 20 % of adult population, most common sites being left colon, sigmoid colon and 

rectum. The incidence of polyps progressively increases from 50 years onwards. Two thirds of polyps are of 

adenomatous type which have a potential for malignant transformation. Hence, early diagnosis and removal is 

advised. In this review, we present a discussion of various histomorphological types of polyps, their 

etiopathogenesis, neoplastic potential and diagnostic modalities with review of literature. 
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Introduction 

 The word polyp comes from Greek 

word ‘polypus’ meaning ‘many footed’.  Intestinal 

polyps are grossly visible tumors which protrude into 

lumen of gastrointestinal tract [1]. They may be 

sporadic or part of polyposis syndromes [2]. The 

term "colorectal polyps" includes both neoplastic and 

non neoplastic lesions.                                

 In adults, the most frequently identified 

polyps are adenomatous polyps. They have reported 

incidence of 7-27% and are considered to be 

precursors of large bowel cancer, through a process 

called adenoma-carcinoma sequence [3]. Although 

only few adenomas progress to malignancy, risk of 

cancer development increases with size, villous 

component and severe dysplasia [4]. 

  Colorectal cancer (CRC) is third most 

common cancer in men and fourth most common 

cause of deaths from cancer worldwide [5].
 
Despite 

Asian countries, including India, having lower rates 
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of CRC, adoption of Western lifestyles has led to 

rapid transition towards Western rates [6].  

Early detection and removal of adenomas 

can significantly reduce risk of colorectal cancer. A 

screening colonoscopy at 55 years of age could 

achieve 30 - 50% reduction in mortality from CRC 

[7]. The incidence of CRC has been declining in the 

United States due to widespread CRC screening [8].
 

Among non neoplastic polyps, hyperplastic 

polyps are common. They account for 8-10% of 

polyps. Although, they are considered to be benign, 

recent studies have shown that some of the subsets of 

hyperplastic polyps have neoplastic potential [9].
 

 

Classification of colorectal polyps (Sleissinger and 

Fordtran) [10].
 

Neoplastic Mucosal Polyps 

Benign (Adenoma) 

Tubular adenoma 

Tubulovillous adenoma 

Villous adenoma 

Malignant (Carcinoma) 

Noninvasive carcinoma 

Carcinoma in situ 

Intramucosal carcinoma 

Invasive carcinoma (through muscularis mucosae) 

Non-Neoplastic Mucosal Polyps 

Hyperplastic polyp (including serrated polyps) 

Mucosal polyp (normal mucosa in a polypoid 

configuration) 

Juvenile polyp (retention polyp) 

Peutz-Jeghers polyp 

Inflammatory polyp 

Submucosal Lesions 

Colitis cystica profunda 

Pneumatosis cystoides coli 

Lymphoid polyps (benign and malignant) 

Lipoma 

Carcinoid 

Metastatic neoplasms 

Other rare lesions 

 

Classification of Gastrointestinal Polyposis 

Syndromes 

Inherited Polyposis Syndromes 

Adenomatous polyposis syndromes 

Familial adenomatous polyposis 

Variants of familial adenomatous polyposis 

Gardner’s syndrome 

Turcot’s syndrome 

Attenuated adenomatous polyposis coli 

Familial tooth agenesis syndrome 

Bloom’s syndrome 

MUTYH polyposis (MYH polyposis) 

Hamartomatous polyposis syndromes 

Peutz-Jeghers syndrome 

Juvenile polyposis 

PTEN hamartoma tumor syndromes 

Cowden’s disease 

Bannayan-Ruvalcaba-Riley syndrome 

Rare hamartomatous polyposis syndromes 

Hereditary mixed polyposis syndrome 

Intestinal ganglioneuromatosis and 

neurofibromatosis 

Devon family syndrome 

Basal cell nevus syndrome 

Noninherited Polyposis Syndromes 

Cronkhite-Canada syndrome 

Hyperplastic polyposis syndrome 

Lymphomatous polyposis 

Nodular lymphoid hyperplasia 

 

Neoplastic Polyps 

Adenomatous polyp: 

A circumscribed lesion composed of tubular and/or 

villous structures showing intraepithelial neoplasia.  

Site: Most common sites are the colon and rectum. 

Gross: They are of 3 types: Elevated, flat, and 

depressed 

Elevated adenomas range from pedunculated to 

sessile polyps and may be tubular, villous or 

tubulovillous. Tubular adenomas tend to be spherical 

and pedunculated. Villous adenoma typically are 

sessile whereas Tubulovillous adenomas may be 

sessile or pedunculated. Flat and depressed adenomas 

are recognized macroscopically by mucosal 

reddening or subtle changes in texture. They are 

referred to as adenomas because of the presence of 

intraepithelial neoplasia. Depressed adenomas are 

usually smaller in size and give rise to 

adenocarcinoma at an early stage [1].   

  

Microscopy  

Tubular adenoma: An adenoma in which branching 

tubules surrounded by lamina propria comprise at 

least 80% of the tumour.
   
Figure 1 
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Villous adenoma: An adenoma in which leaf-like or 

finger-like processes of lamina propria covered by 

dysplastic epithelium comprise at least 80% of the 

tumour. Villous architecture is defined arbitrarily by 

the length of the glands exceeding twice the 

thickness of normal colorectal mucosa.
  
Figure 2 

Tubulovillous adenoma. An adenoma composed of 

both tubular and villous structures, each comprising 

more than 20% of the tumour.. 

Serrated adenomas: characterized by the saw-tooth 

configuration of a hyperplastic polyp on low power 

microscopy, but epithelium lining the upper portion 

of the crypts and luminal surface is dysplastic.  

Figure 3 

Mixed hyperplastic polyp/adenoma: contain 

separate areas of each histopathologic type
 
[1]. 

 

Dysplasia in Adenomatous polyps  

All colorectal adenomas have dysplastic epithelium. 

Dysplasia can be graded as mild, moderate, and 

severe. Adenomas are classified according to its most 

dysplastic focus.  

Mild dysplasia: Basal polarity of the nuclei is 

maintained but are hyperchromatic, slightly enlarged, 

uniform in size, without prominent nucleoli. There 

often is loss of goblet cell mucin. Architecturally, the 

glands manifest branching and budding and become 

more crowded.  

Moderate dysplasia: nuclei become stratified and 

pleomorphic, with prominent nucleoli, along with 

further loss of goblet cell mucin and increased 

glandular crowding.  

Severe dysplasia: shows stratification and 

pleomorphism of nuclei, numerous and prominent 

nucleoli, increased nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratios, and 

extreme glandular crowding. Figure 4 

Carcinoma in situ: With further cell proliferation 

within the crypt, cells pile up, lose polarity, and 

create glands within glands, giving a disorderly, 

cribriform appearance. The basement membrane is 

intact.
 
 

Intramucosal carcinoma: The neoplastic cells 

grows beyond the basement membrane into the 

lamina propria of the mucosa.
 
Both carcinoma in situ 

and intramucosal carcinoma are noninvasive lesions 

without metastatic potential, because lymphatics are 

not present in the colonic mucosa above the level of 

the muscularis mucosae.
 
   

Invasive carcinoma: The neoplastic cells extend 

beyond the muscularis mucosae. 

An adenoma that contains focus of invasive 

carcinoma commonly is referred to as a malignant 

polyp [10]. 

 

Malignant Potential of Adenomatous Polyps 

Size, histologic type, and degree of dysplasia 

correlate with malignant potential of an adenomatous 

polyp. The malignant potential is correlated directly 

with larger adenoma size, more villous histology, and 

higher degrees of dysplasia. The term adenoma with 

advanced pathology(AAP) often is applied to 

adenomas that are larger than 1 cm, have villous 

architecture, or manifest high-grade dysplasia or 

carcinoma[10]. 

 

Clinical Features 

Most common presenting symptom is rectal 

bleeding. Other symptoms are constipation, diarrhea, 

and flatulence, abdominal pain from intermittent 

intussusception. A syndrome of secretory diarrhea 

has been observed with villous adenomas located in 

the rectosigmoid because of little surface area distal 

to the tumor for resorption of fluid and electrolytes 

secreted by the adenoma [10]. 

 

Diagnosis 

Fecal Occult Blood Testing 

Adenomas larger than 1.5 to 2.0 cm may show occult 

fecal blood.   

Fecal Immunochemical Testing 

An immunoassay to detect human globin in stool.  

Sigmoidoscopy 

 Flexible sigmoidoscopy detects more polyps than 

rigid sigmoidoscopy principally because a greater 

length of bowel could be examined.   

Barium Enema 

 Use of barium enema for colon cancer screening has 

been abandoned in favor of colonoscopy or CT 

colonography. 

Colonoscopy 

Colonoscopy is preferred to double-contrast barium 

enema examination for detecting adenomas because 

it has enhanced diagnostic accuracy as well as 

therapeutic capability. Videocolonoscopy is being 

practiced at some institutes.  Figure 5 

Computed Tomography Colonography 

Also known as virtual colonoscopy, CT 

colonography involves scanning the colon with a 

helical or spiral CT scanner to produce both two-
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dimensional and three dimensional images of the 

colon and rectum.  

Newer Methods for Detecting Adenomas 

A noninvasive method for detecting altered human 

DNA in stool has been developed [10].  

Treatment 

 Complete endoscopic removal of an adenoma with 

noninvasive carcinoma is curative.  

However in case of malignant polyp, certain 

favorable and unfavorable histopathologic features of 

a resected malignant polyp can be used to classify a 

patient as being at low or high risk for an adverse 

outcome
 
.   Table 1 

If none of these unfavorable risk factors is found, the 

patient is considered to have been cured by the 

endoscopic polypectomy. If one or more unfavorable 

features is found, surgical resection should be 

performed, taking into account the co-morbidities. 

Submucosal invasion: Involvement of the submucosa 

in a sessile polyp is an indication for surgical 

resection because its submucosa is in direct 

continuity with the bowel
 
[10].   

 

Non-Neoplastic Polyps 

Hyperplastic Polyps and Serrated Polyps 

Most common non-neoplastic polyps in the colon. 

Result from slow migration of epithelial cells up the 

colonic crypt and failure of mature cells to detach 

normally
 
[10]. 

Gross:  average size of less than 5 mm.  

Microscopy:  Elongated, serrated crypts lined by 

proliferative epithelium with enlarged goblet cells 

and infolded epithelial tufts, imparting a saw-tooth 

outline. Proliferative zone at the base of the crypts 

often shows increased cellularity and mitotic activity 

without dysplasia. Sessile serrated adenomas, 

however show dysplastic epithelium at base of crypts
 

[1]. Figure 6 

Neoplastic potential: Traditionally considered non-

neoplastic. However, recent studies show  increased 

prevalence of proximal neoplasia associated with 

distal hyperplastic polyps [11]. The National Polyp 

Study showed that large hyperplastic polyps (>10 

mm) were associated with increased risk of advanced 

adenoma[12].
 
 

  

Mucosal Polyps: 

Are excrescences of normal mucosa caused by the 

underlying submucosa with no clinical significance
 

[10].   

Juvenile Polyps or retention polyps 

Are hamartomatous polyps occurring in the age 

range of one to seven years.  

Clinical features: Bleeding per rectum or mass per 

rectum.  

Gross:  single or multiple, usually pedunculated, 

range in size from 3mm to 2cm. 

Microscopy: Show dilated cystic glands and excess 

of edematous lamina propria with inflammatory 

infiltrate of neutrophils, eosinophils and lymphoid 

follicles. 

Neoplastic potential: Juvenile polyps have no 

malignant potential when single. Multiple juvenile 

polyps however carry risk of developing cancer
 
[10]. 

Inflammatory Polyps (Pseudopolyps) 

Are composed of varying proportions of reactive 

epithelium, inflamed granulation tissue and fibrous 

tissue. They occur following ulceration and 

regeneration of mucosa which can be seen in chronic 

inflammatory diseases like inflammatory bowel 

disease and diverticulitis
 
[1]. 

Submucosal Lesions 

Colitis Cystica Coli, Pneumatosis Cystoides Coli and 

other Submucosal Lesions like Lipoma, Fibroma, 

Neurofibroma, Inflammatory fibroid polyp, 

Leiomyoma, Granular cell tumor, Hemangioma, 

Endometriosis, Carcinoid or metastatic neoplasms 

(especially melanoma) can present as polypoidal 

lesions [10,13].
 
Figure 7 

Lymphomatous Polyposis 

Hodgkin’s and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas can 

manifest as multiple lymphomatous polyps of the 

gastrointestinal tract
 
.
  
Figure 8 

Nodular Lymphoid Hyperplasia 

A rare lymphoproliferative condition seen in healthy 

children and in terminal ileum of some patients with 

Gardner’s syndrome and immunodeficiency 

syndrome like IgA deficiency  [10].  

Gastrointestinal Polyposis Syndromes 

Inherited Polyposis Syndromes 

Familial Adenomatous Polyposis(FAP) 

An autosomal dominant disorder characterized by 

numerous adenomatous colorectal polyps with an 

intrinsic tendency to progress to adenocarcinoma. It 

is caused by a germline mutation in the APC gene 

located on the long arm of chromosome 5 (5q21-22). 

Incidence varies between 1 per 7000 and 1 per 

30,000 newborns [1].   

Diagnostic criteria [1]  

(1) 100 or more colorectal adenomas or  

(2) Germline mutation of the APC gene or  
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(3)Family history of FAP and at least one of the 

following: epidermoid cysts, osteomas, desmoid.                                                                                                

Clinical features 

Adenomas become detectable between the ages of 10 

and 20 years, increasing in number and size with age. 

The mean age of development of colorectal cancer is 

about 40 years. Patients present with rectal bleeding 

and diarrhoea accompanied with mucous discharge 

and abdominal pain.  

Intestinal manifestations: 

Adenomas occur throughout the colon with greatest 

density in the rectosigmoid. 

Gross: Most polyps in FAP are sessile varying in size 

from barely visible nodule to 1 cm size with 

carpeting of the mucosal lining with polyps 

numbering hundreds to thousands.
 
Figure 9 

Microscopy:  Most adenomas in FAP display a 

tubular architecture; infrequently tubulovillous or 

villous. Non-polypoid, flat adenomas are also 

present. The adenomas and carcinoma in FAP are 

histologically identical to sporadic lesions. 

Duodenum: adenomas may also develop in the 

periampullary region. Priampullary cancer is one of 

the principal causes of death in patients who have 

undergone prophylactic proctocolectomy [1]. 

 

 

Extra-intestinal manifestations 

Stomach: Most common abnormality is the fundic 

gland polyp which is a non-neoplastic mucus 

retention polyp.  

Liver and biliary tract: There is an increased 

incidence of hepatoblastoma in the male infants of 

families with FAP 

Extra-gastrointestinal manifestations 

Soft tissues : Desmoid tumors have been reported 

and rank second, after malignancies, among lethal 

complications of the disease. The diffuse mesenteric 

fibromatosis extends around and between small or 

large bowel, ureters and major blood vessels. 

Bone:  Osteomas of the mandible, skull, and long 

bones; exostoses; and various dental abnormalities 

including mandibular cysts, impacted teeth, and 

supernumerary teeth have been reported. 

Eye : Congenital hypertrophy of the retinal 

pigmented epithelium (CHRPE) has been reported.  

Nervous system: The concurrent presence of a brain 

tumour and multiple colorectal polyps constitutes 

Turcot syndrome[1]. 

Genetics   

The APC gene codes for the APC protein which 

forms a complex with other proteins (axin, 

-threonine 

k -catenin resulting in  

-catenin and its subsequent 

down-regulation in the cytoplasm. If mutations occur 

-catenin- -catenin no longer 

is down-regulated, allowing it to enter the nucleus, 

where it upregulates target genes that promote 

formation of adenomas. 

Genotype-Phenotype Correlations 

There are well documented relationships between the 

location of the mutation on the APC gene and the 

FAP phenotype. Profuse polyposis is found with 

mutations in the mid-portion of the gene (around 

codon 1300). A mild colonic phenotype is observed 

for mutations that affect the (5′) and (3′) ends. 

 Desmoid tumors are seen with mutations just distal 

to the profuse polyposis region. CHRPE lesions are 

present with mutations distal to exon 9. Papillary 

thyroid carcinoma is associated with mutations 

proximal to the mutation cluster region [10].  

 

Turcot’s Syndrome (Glioma-Polyposis) 

Syndrome of Adenomatous polyposis associated with 

tumors of the central nervous system. Colonic 

manifestations range from a single adenoma to 

profuse adenomatosis coli. Turcot’s syndrome 

kindreds fall into two groups. The commoner group 

has germline mutations of the APC gene with a 

tendency to have Medulloblastomas. The second 

group has mutations in DNA MMR genes and 

Glioblastoma Multiforme .
 

   

Attenuated Adenomatous Polyposis Syndromes 

Characterized by fewer adenomas with a flat rather 

than polypoid growth pattern and a tendency to 

cluster in the proximal colon
 
[10] . 

 

Hamartomatous Polyposis Syndromes 

Juvenile polyposis syndrome (JPS) 

JPS has an incidence of 1 in 100,000–160,000 

individuals [2].  

Diagnostic Criteria 

(1) more than 5 juvenile polyps of  colorectum, or  

(2) juvenile polyps throughout gastrointestinal tract, 

or  

(3) any number of juvenile polyps with  family 

history of JPS [1].   

Individuals are at risk for development of 

malignancy as polyps can show adenomatous change 
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and transformation to carcinoma with an incidence of 

20.7% [2]. 

 

Peutz-Jeghers Syndrome(PJS) 

An autosomal dominant syndrome, characterized by 

mucocutaneous pigmentation and hamartomatous 

intestinal polyposis, preferentially affecting small 

intestine with mutations in LKB SKT11 gene on 

chromosome 19. 

Diagnostic criteria[1] 

(1) three or more histologically confirmed Peutz-

Jeghers polyps, or  

(2) any number of Peutz-Jeghers polyps with  family 

history of PJS, or  

(3) characteristic, mucocutaneous pigmentation with  

family history of PJS, or  

(4) any number of Peutz-Jeghers polyps and 

characteristic, prominent, mucocutaneous 

pigmentation  

 

Clinical features: Age ranges from two to twenty 

years. Presenting features include abdominal pain, 

intestinal bleeding, anaemia, intussusception and 

brown-black pigmentation around lips ,buccal 

mucosa, perianal and genital area
 
[1]. 

Gross: site of predilection is small intestine but 

polyps can also occur in the stomach, large intestine 

and rarely in the oesophagus, nasopharynx and 

urinary tract. The polyps are lobulated with a short 

stalk with size ranging from 5 to 50 mm
  
[1].  Figure 

10 

Microscopy: characterized by a central core of 

smooth muscle that shows arborizing arrangement 

and is covered by the mucosa native to the region. 

Epithelial misplacement involving all layers of the 

bowel wall (pseudoinvasion) has been described in 

up to 10% of small intestinal Peutz-Jeghers polyps
 

[1].        Figure 11 

Extraintestinal manifestations: The most well 

documented extra-intestinal neoplasms include sex 

cord tumours with annular tubules of the ovary, 

adenoma malignum of the uterine cervix, Sertoli cell 

tumours of the testis, carcinoma of the pancreas, and 

carcinoma of the breast [1].   

 

 

 

Tuberous Sclerosis 

Characterized by triad of mental retardation, 

epilepsy, and adenoma sebaceum. Hamartomatous 

polyps resembling Peutz-Jeghers polyps and 

adenomatous polyps, can occur in this disease which 

are located in  distal colon 
 
. 

 

 PTEN Hamartoma Tumor Syndromes 

Germline mutations of PTEN, a tyrosine phosphatase 

protein (tumor suppressor gene), are seen in 

Cowden’s disease and Bannayan-Ruvalcaba-Riley 

syndrome . 

Cowden’s Disease (CS).  

An autosomal dominant disorder characterized by 

multiple hamartomas involving different organs. The 

classical hamartoma associated with CS is 

trichilemmoma. Other features include 

macrocephaly, palmoplantar keratosis, fibrocystic 

disease of breast, thyroid lesions and soft tissue 

tumours like leiomyomas, hemangiomas and lipomas
  

[1,10].    

Gross: size ranges from 3 to 10 millimetres. 

Microscopy: There is disorganized proliferation of 

the muscularis mucosae, with normal overlying 

colonic epithelium.   

Neoplastic potential: Predisposition to breast 

carcinoma and follicular carcinoma of thyroid . 

Bannayan-Ruvalcaba-Riley Syndrome. 

 A rare autosomal dominant syndrome characterised 

by hamartomatous gastrointestinal polyposis, 

macrocephaly, developmental delay and pigmented 

spots on the penis [10]. 

 

NON INHERITED POLYPOSIS SYNDROMES 

Cronkhite-Canada Syndrome 

An acquired non familial polyposis syndrome.  

Clinical features: Diffuse gastrointestinal polyposis, 

dystrophic changes in the fingernails, alopecia, 

cutaneous hyperpigmentation, diarrhea and protein-

losing enteropathy.
 
   

Microscopy: They are hamartomatous polyps similar 

to the juvenile (retention) type, but the mucosa 

between polyps is histologically abnormal, with 

edema, congestion, inflammation and foci of 

adenomatous epithelium. 

Neoplastic potential: There is risk of colonic and 

gastric cancer [10]. 

 

Hyperplastic Polyposis Syndrome (HPS) 

Characterized by multiple hyperplastic polyps in the 

colon.  

Diagnostic criteria: The World Health Organization 

definition of HPS is  
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1. Atleast five histologically diagnosed 

hyperplastic polyps proximal to sigmoid colon, of 

which two are larger than 10 mm; or  

2. Any number of hyperplastic polyps occurring 

proximal to  sigmoid colon in a person who has a 

first-degree relative with HPS; or  

3. More than 30 polyps distributed throughout 

colon.
 
  

Microscopy: Most hyperplastic polyps are 

indistinguishable from their normal counterparts, 

apart from their large size and foci of intraepithelial 

neoplasia.  

Neoplastic potential: The polyps often demonstrate 

mutation of the BRAF gene and extensive DNA 

methylation which may turn off key tumor 

suppressor genes (including DNA repair genes like 

MLH1), resulting in colorectal cancer [10].   

 

Review Of Literature 

In 1952, Dukes  presented his poetic visions about 

adenomatous polyposis.
 
 

You are old, Father William, the young surgeon said, 

And your colon from polyps is free. 

Yet most of your sibling are known to be dead – 

A really bad family tree. 

In my youth, Father William replied with a grin, 

I was told that a gene had mutated, 

That all who carried this dominant gene 

To polyps and cancer were fated. 

I sought for advice from a surgical friend, 

Who sighed and said – Without doubt 

Your only escape from an untimely end 

Is to have your intestine right out. 

It seemed rather bad luck –                                                                                                                                          

I was then but nineteen– 

So I went and consulted a quack, 

Who took a firm grip on my dominant gene 

And promptly mutated it back. 

This, said the surgeon, is something quite new 

And before we ascribe any merit 

We must see if the claims of this fellow are true, 

And observe what your children inherit!
 
[14]. 

Chapman (1963) studied incidence and 

distribution of adenomatous polypi in an autopsy 

population and reported that adenomatous polyps 

were distributed throughout the colon with an 

alteration in their distribution from the age 50 to 60 

(in which sigmoid is the prevalent site) to  age 60 to 

80 (in which ascending colon is most prevalent) [15].
 

National polyp study (1990), a randomized 

control trial conducted to study independent risk 

factors of patient and polyp characteristics associated 

with high-grade dysplasia in adenomas. Increasing 

age, larger Adenoma size and the extent of the 

villous component were  the major independent 

polyp risk factors associated with high-grade 

dysplasia [12].
 
  

  Marco Pennazio. Arrigo Arrigoni , Mauro 

Risio,Mauro Spandre , Francesco Paolo Rossini   

(1993) determined validity of small, distal colorectal 

polyps as markers of proximal neoplasia. Distal 

colorectal polyps, whether adenomatous or 

hyperplastic may be a proximal neoplasm marker. 

Total colonoscopy is thus justified in all patients with 

distal polyps, regardless of their size and history 

[16].
 

Kadakia SC, Wrobleski CS, Kadakia 

AS, Meier NJ (1996) determined the prevalence of 

proximal colonic neoplasms in asymptomatic 

patients aged over 50 years and found them to be 

present in upto one fourth of asymptomatic patients 

demonstrating the importance of colonoscopy over 

sigmoidoscopy  [17].
 

          Martínez ME, McPherson RS, Levin 

B, Glober GA (1997) suggested that Hyperplastic 

polyps share common lifestyle risk factors with 

colorectal adenomas and carcinomas  [18].
 

Giovannucci E (2001) reported that long-

term, heavy cigarette smokers have 2-3-fold elevated 

risk of colorectal adenoma  [19].
 

Jeremy R. Jass (2001) studied hyperplastic 

polyps and stated that even though hyperplastic 

polyps were traditionally considered non-neoplastic, 

demonstration of genetic alterations within them 

indicate underlying neoplastic cause [20].                  

Higuchi and J.R. Jass (2004) proposed that 

risk of malignancy is higher in right sided 

hyperplastic polyps that are large, multiple, include 

dysplastic subclones, show features of sessile 

serrated adenomas or are associated with coexisting 

adenomas  [9].
 

Loeve F, Boer R, Zauber AG, Van 

Ballegooijen M, Van Oortmarssen GJ, Winawer 

SJ, Habbema JD (2004) proposed that high adenoma 

detection rates at surveillance and low colorectal 

cancer incidence in National Polyp Study could be 

explained by a dynamic process of both formation 

and regression of adenomas  [21].  

Aller de la Fuente R et al. (2004) analyzed 

polyps in adults and reported adenomatous polyp to 

be  commonest. Size > 1 cm and location proximal to 
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splenic flexure showed significant association with 

high grade dysplasia [22].
 

Guiliani et al. (2006) reviewed polyps in 

adults and found adenomatous polyps to be the 

commonest. Larger diameter(>10 mm) and villous 

component increased risk of severe dysplasia. Large 

hyperplastic polyps were found to have an increased 

incidence of synchronous adenomas with severe 

dysplasia [4].
 

Saini SD, Kim HM, Schoenfeld P stratified 

cases of adenomatous polyps as low risk ( 1-2 small 

[<10 mm] adenomas) or high risk (> or =3 small 

adenomas or advanced adenoma ) for recurrent 

advanced adenomas. High risk patients were more 

likely to have recurrent advanced adenomas. 

Adenomas with high-grade dysplasia, increased size 

and number also showed high recurrence [23].
 

Tony J, Harish K, Ramachandran 

TM, Sunilkumar K, Thomas V (2007) reviewed 

polyps in south Indian population and  reported that 

most colonic polyps are adenomatous situated in the 

left colon. They reported an association between 

larger size of polyp and severe dysplasia [24].
 

Barreda B F, Combe G J, Valdez P 

LA, Sánchez L J (2007) evaluated colonic polyps and 

reported an increased occurrence in the left colon. 

Carcinoma is more probable with villous type 

adenoma, severe dysplasia and size greater than 

10mm [25].
 

Selcuk et al. (2008) studied relationship 

between sum of diameters of total number of colonic 

polyps and unfavorable histology. Polyps that had 

total diameter greater than 10mm had unfavorable 

histology. Polypectomy was recommended for 

patients in whom sum of diameter of all colonic 

polyps exceeded 10mm [26].
 

Siddiqui et al. (2009) studied association of 

obesity and advanced adenomatous polyps and 

proposed that for every one-unit increase in BMI 

above 30, there was a corresponding 1% increase in 

the frequency of finding advanced adenomatous 

polyps [27].
 

Barreda Costa C, Vila Gutierrez S, Salazar 

Cabrera F, Barriga Calle E, Velarde Criado 

H, Barriga Briceño J (2010) determined patient and 

polyp characteristics of advanced adenomas and 

reported multiple adenomatous polyps and prior 

history of adenomas or colorectal cancer as risk 

factors. The spectrum of advanced adenomas 

included those with high grade dysplasia and early 

carcinoma, flat adenomas and serrated adenomas 

[28].
 

Shivani Kastuar, Shreya Narayanan, Satya 

Kastuar, C.S. Pitchumoni (2011) estimated 

prevalence of polyps in the asymptomatic people of 

Indian origin above the age of fifty years. Although 

polyps are less common in Indians, premalignant 

polyps are more frequent. However, prevalence was 

higher when compared to Indians living in their 

native country [29].
 

Ali Zare Mirzaie, Maryam Abolhasani, 

Roozbeh Mobasher Moghaddam, Maryam Kabivar 

(2012) studied spectrum of polyps in adults and 

reported polyps were associated with advanced age 

and male sex. Colon and sigmoid were commonest 

sites with most common type being adenomatous 

polyp [30].
 

Over the years, it can be said that the first 

part of Duke’s poem of 1952 has been proved 

regarding the genetic nature of FAP. With advances 

taking place in science through leaps and bounds, it 

can be predicted that the latter half of the poem, 

regarding the correction of the mutated gene, would 

also become possible in the near future.    

 

Conclusion 

With a rising incidence of colorectal cancer, 

identification of colorectal polyps, especially the 

preneoplastic Adenomatous polyps has assumed a 

critical role. In India, there is a need for screening 

colonoscopy in asymptomatic individuals which can 

be a potential cancer prevention tool. Polyps 

occurring as part of polyposis syndromes have 

increased neoplastic potential. Their detection and 

treatment carries significant implications both for the 

patients and their families.  

To sum up, it would be interesting to note 

that the truth contained in Dukes’ statement of 1952 

has not been altered, ‘‘It would be difficult to find a 

more promising field for exercise of cancer control 

than a polyposis family, because both diagnosis and 

treatment are possible in  precancerous stage and 

results of surgical treatment are excellent’’ 
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Table 1.Favorable and Unfavorable Features for 

adverse outcome in Malignant Polyps 

Feature   Favorable Unfavorable 

 

Degree of 

differentiatio

n 

Well or moderate Poor 

 

Invasion of 

veins or 

lymphatics 

 

Absent     Present 

 

Polypectomy 

margin 

Clear or <2-mm 

margin 

Involved 

 

Invasion of 

submucosa  

 

Absent     Present                                                      

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Photomicrograph of tubular adenoma. H&E 

4X 

 
Figure 2 Photomicrograph of a Villous adenoma. 

H&E 4X 

 

 
Figure 3 Photomicrograph of sessile serrated 

adenoma. H&E 4X  
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Figure 4 Photomicrograph of Villous adenoma 

showing high grade dysplasia. H&E 40X  

 
Figure 5 Videocolonoscopy report of a case of 

adenomatous polyp associated with adenocarcinoma 

 

 

 
Figure 6 Photomicrograph of a hyperplastic polyp. 

H&E 4X 

 
Figure 7 Photomicrograph of Inflammatory Fibroid 

polyp. H&E 10X 
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Figure 8 Photomicrograph of a lymphomatous polyp. 

H&E 4X 

 
Figure 9 Gross picture of a case of Familial 

adenomatous polyposis showing carpeting of the 

bowel with hundreds of polyps, both sessile and 

pedunculated.  

 
Figure 10: Gross picture of Peutz Jeghers polyposis 

syndrome showing a segment of bowel with multiple 

polyps which are cauliflower like and pedunculated. 

 

 
Figure 11: Photomicrograph of Peutz Jeghers polyp 

showing branching of the smooth muscle in lamina 

propria. H&E 10X  
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